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be said of a school. Now who is to determine this vexed
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question as to the honesty and capacity of an individual
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h h 1819; this date appears on th
will help us to test approximately the value of schools, poser was at that time locate
but as for intrinsic value, a paper of indorsement from a den. In its original form it
really capable and honest musician, who knows you and brilliant work, and has always
pianists of the highest rank, w
has known you through a course of study, is better than concerts with great success.
that of a faculty, the majority of whose members have shoot of genius, and will long
but a partial knowledge of you. In a University, to be has been arranged for orche
. ir j n a a under
i eft t aln >st every p jfessor at musicians, and in that form i
are 1 roght on with wonderf
some time during your course of study, but in music your /by an orchestra of artistic in
-^studies are in charge of fewer instructors. Diplomas of' readily to orchestral treatment
certificates ar< sometime of very great rt u< in securing fied by it in the hands of such
We append what some im
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the race track, but the goal. All such arbitrary objects,
however, are only expedients, means to an end, the end Alas?
grumblin^Papa
Ame c It
it is grumDimgyirapa
being real culture^ There is such a thing as studying for veringly vigilant, showing imp
a temporary ptirpoae and actually securing a diploma at all those whisperings. But
without thoroughly grounded scholarship or knowledge thizing_ Mamma intervenes f
spite of Papa b obstinacy, the
which will stay. But then, you know, they do send cotton¬ not concerned—rejoin the da
seed oil over .to Italy, have it rebottled, and imported to’ abandon themselves to the
this country with genuine Genoese seals upon it, and so moment, until with a grand cr
it is sold for olive oil.
Please, however, do not give us any spurious olive oil chords, something like sighs
in music. The diploma is a kind of prize in itself, having romance
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A.—The third and fourth, and seventh and
eighth.
When ever you find eight keys or letters (we
will now call them letters instead of keys) in suc* jssion • ith i half t n • b< u sen tl
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we get two groups, each one with two wholgftones ont 1
and a half tone.
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These groups are called Tetrachords, but it is maj<
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easier to call them half scales. Now each half pnpi
scale makes one half of two scales, the scale of the and
7, ho
struck
letter with which it begins is one, the scale of the wha
letter with which it ends is the other, thus:
I
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Seale of G '
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MUSICAL
Scale of C.
The half scale, G A B C, must therefore belong
to G and C, to make a half scale of the letters D
E F8 G. The F must be t, or else there would be
a half tone between the 2nd and 3rd, and a whole
tone between the 3rd and 4th, and a half scale
mm t have a half toi e Between the 3rd and 4th.
Q.-?Do the letters, A B € D. make a half scale?
A.—No. The C must be ®'; because it must be a
half tone below D.
Q.—To what scales will it belong with the Off
A.—To the scales of A and of D.
Q.—•JkTlii&Jettera, F G A B, make a half scale?
A.—No, There are three whole tones, and to
make a half tone between the 3rd and 4th the B
must be flat.
Q-^Then to what scales will it belong?
«
A.—To F and Bfci.
■Q.—Play a half scale beginning on E. To what scales
does it belong?
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studies and sonatinas m connection with pieces, under
the plea that they are more beneficial for practice and
aid in quicker learning the pieces. Then give them easy
and melodious ves even brilliant Dieces of our best
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nioddro coiQposorS) edu thus little by little the flversioii
to classical mnsic will be overcome, Gall the mother’s
attention to the lessons, talk about the better class of
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music and the foremost composers. Draw comparisons
from, literature. 1 have had the parentS| at first seemingly indifferent, later on tell of their delight in sonatinas. Soon the pupil and parents will become more in
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If you hear them say, “I think it is fine music, but no
one plays it; it does not take with people in general,”
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then flbow them the programme^ of onr S"®®1 plnyera.
^qni^ly
Let them feel that the better educated and cultured wh0 cannot see that it req
classes cultivate thia class of music entirely. This will organized brain to conceiv
arouse their pride and stimulate to higher ideas.
Why is it that the men of g
Drawing illustrations, such as showing the great gulf
between the dime novel and the works of our fine
writers and poets as existing between the common trash
of the da^r and the works of the great composers, will
often not be amiss.
A- ?
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Then, as yon go on and study one composer after another, yon wjlBhave the interest of both pupil and parents thoroughly enlisted in the cause of better music,
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I have educated many parents and dnldren in keeping
almost in as close contact with the former as with fjie
latter, and as the years went on the classical, romantic
and modern composes became familiar nameB and the
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them to a pupil and make the principles manifest to Frederic Kalkbrenner (1784—1
him, and show him how to bring Out these effects in making the pianistic world acqua
their most perfect manner from any passage he may in good piano playing the arm m
play. In fact, to teach expression successfully, requires arm mast be in a relaxed conditi
■th<» most extended and careful preparation. The course taught now for nearly a century
of reading and study is quite extensive; as above indi- sical condition for legato playi
cated, and it will require considerable experiment and it, and yet the greater portion
the bringing to light of one’s most obscure musical attain a good legato. Why ? B
impressions and an analysis of the emotions awakened advanced one step beyond the s
by music and a putting of these into clear and concise the arm loose.” To my knowle
language ; then the teacher can successfully teach ex- how to keep the arm loose when
pression.
A beginner may be told day aft
The reader may ask on what line shall the feelings be and month after month to hold
analyzed. First it should be decided whether a compo- iAg, and he will not do it.
sition is thematic, or lyric in its style. Then its phrasWhenever the untrained hand
ing should be decided ■‘“upon, and in some instances it muscles of the forearm with it
will be necessary to play the passage over a number of stiffening of the whole hand, it
times before deciding. After the phrases are thoroughly the hand to be on the keyboard)
marked, it should be decided whether each is divided away from the keys; hence th
into two sections, or as is sometimes said, into question The simultaneous use of fing
and answer. The general impression of the passage nature’s way, we do it automati
should be taken, as to whether it is gay and joyous, or
The moment a beginner puts
sad and sombre. Then decide upon its accents and board, from sheer force of hab
climax point, this also may require repeated playings, the alert and ready to act, and
When it is hard to decide which of the various accents owner being conscious of the f
shall be the climax, play it over, leaving out those notes may be told again and again' to
or chords where you suppose the accent to be, and note he will not do it, because he
the effect. The more incomplete the effect will be with feeling of an active finger with
these chords left out, the more-sure you can feel that in
The first thing to do is to
them is the climax point. This can be illustrated as with the feeling of the relaxed a
follows: The grandest sentence ever penned is: “ And by simply letting the pi£pdk obse
God Said, let there be light, and there was light.” lute rest. Let the hand be h
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help, and all of which I should try before desertingthe following will serve:
DuriD
field. These are: first, and perhaps the most important, York State, I was asked wheth
reading; second, a large acquaintance among musicians, were founded upon any legend
and frequent conversations with them on musical sub- Though familiar with the com
jects ; and third, an intuitive perception, partly inborn never played it myself, nor giv
tand partly acquired, of the analogies between musical tion, and in point of fact was
ideas, on the one hand, and the experiences of life and as my interrogater, and obl
the emotions of the human soul, on the other. I will Being, however, convinced, fr
now elaborate each of these a little, to make iny meaning different parts of the suite,
more clear.
foundation upon some litera
While there is no book in which information concern- determined to investigate. I fir
ing the meaning of musical compositions is collected and sketches of Grieg, but found
classified for convenient reference, such information is Peer Gynt Suite; then everyt
scattered thinly and unevenly throughout all literatures, subject of Norwegian music in
i grain here, a nugget there, like gold through the secret "positions in particular, withou
veins of the earth; and can only be had by much digging to be, with the possible exce
and careful sifting. Now and again you come upon intensely national and patri
a single volume, like a rich though limited, pocket of inferred that if he had taken
precious ore, and rejoice with exceeding gladness at the basiB of this work; it was u
discovery of a treasure.
But unfortunately, there is character.
I read, therefor
usually nothing in the appearance or nature of such a history of Norway, the Nors
book to indicate to the seeker before perusal that this language and literature, watc
treasure ia within, or to distinguish it from scores of of Peer Gynt, but in vain.
barren volumes. And the very item of which he may the sagas or ancient Norse
be in search is very likely not here to be found, so he result. Having exhausted my
must turn again to the quest, which is much like seeking I began to investigate mod
a needle in a hay-mow, or a pearl somewhere at the bot- Here, of course, I encountere
tom of the Indian Ocean.
of Bjornson and Ibsen, and a
Musical histories, biographies, and (essays—what is among the-works of the lat
usually termed distinctly musical literature—by no means Peer Gynt, and my search
exhibit the only productive soil, though they are cer- procured a German translati
tainly the most fruitful, and should be first turned to, scenes and characters fo jsorr
because nearest at hand. Poetry, fiction, travels, per- which figure in Griega mus
Bonal reminiscences, in short every department of preface to an orchestral snite,
literature, from the philosophy of Schopenhauer to the upon Peer Gynt.
novels of George Sand, must be mad^n.o'contribute
Now, had I been as well in
what it can to the stock of general and comprehensive^ my readers to be, I should ha
knowledge, which 1b our ambition. IJnstance these two 'this Norwegian drama, and b
authors, because, while neither of them wrote a single track. But being only famil
work which would be found embraced in a catalogue of of Ibsen which have been tran
mnainnl
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prove this we have only to ta
to read the music, and we w
are no help whatever, bat rat
of course, after studying pi
and arms is the only means for acquiring the
necessary technical skill. They are the devotees of the
Technicon and Practice Clavier. Their antagonists,
and among them prominent performers, who prove by
their own accomplishments that their side of the ques-7
tion is entitled to careful 'consideration, claim that, a
good technic can only be obtained by playing the piano,
What is technic? how is it acquired ? Piano technic
is the ability of the fingers, hands and arms to perform
in a faultless way the mechanical actions required^
to render a musical composition. These mechanical
actions are made by the muscles, and the mnBcles are
operated from the nerve centres through the medium of
the nerves. The muscles are only the means to accomplish a desired purpose, and however highly they are.
developed, however powerful they may be, muscle power

!,ae Performance os. it ha
Our finest pianis attain a
Arel notes per-minute, each
motion of up and down Btro
average of one to each note
finSer8> wrists and arms, the
thirty-three hundred movem
undoubtedly the highest rap
v®loped by the animal orga
first stage, however, is not s
for power as an intellectu
great extent on the state of
Galops, as such, a portion o
and by doing this takes part
parts of our intellect. Con
tsinly be justified in dismi

forcibly Goethe 8 saying, For every fault brings its own a part of the player himself.
punishment on earth.”—J.
J C. Eschmann.
iJschmann
'ni.,
rn,
The second reason given for
Alway rem nl sr t at composers rril - vith a reason: ! viz.: that he will practice by
that they have a definite thought in all they do. It is What right has any teacher wh
morally more healthfnl to arrive at perfection in one ness to allow a pupil to prepar
de art nent than to enjoy a pun, m sdio ritj • r eve *s an The very fact that he does is a
.t.
. r
,
,
,
eri f excel mi ,i .1. al, and ii ure herself gi Id s on the part of the teacher, who
ns to this conclnsion by endowing men. with special to tell the pnpil what to do and
faculties.—H, M. Haweis.
make him do it; this is the ha
The thought that we have no knowledge of Harmony teacher; without is he has clea
Now as to the third reason.
j. Counterpoint, and 1 n< < bat few of the great mas *
works, should not humiliate us, but drive us on to get the writer, it meets with his
possession of this knowledge. Schubert in his last days, Unfortunately, however, it does
only hegan a thorough course in theory; Schumann in ^gc pupil. Gould one’s class
his younger days despised rules, but when older re-* few really musical pupils, eage
wrote many of his earlier works.—Presser.
"
Amatenrs give us so much trouble becaus th y are them the principles >f phrasin
creatures of twofold character ; necessary and useful,
when with a sincere interest they combine unassuming
reticence ? bat contemptible, sn/to be disparaged, when
they are bloated with vanity and conceit, anxious to push
themselves forward and give advice. There are few
artists whom I respect more than a first-class'amatenr,
and there are few that I respect less than a second-rate
one.—Felix MendeUsohn-Bartholdy.
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mtereated he “a8t
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to accomplish this, the piece m
bels to have any choice! in the
experience of ten years as

A Waste of Time.—Old Theodore Kullak told me,
shortly before I left off studying with him in Germany,
that be intended developing a piano method which should
dispense with Stndes altogether, as he found ample
means for the cultivation of everv kind and varietv of
.
.
.
ton t e e y k n
id variet, ot
piano playing in short exapiplea or parts of the pieces
by the great composers. He evidently believed that the
old 6tudes were an immense waste of time.— William
found that playing for a pnpil
H. Sherwood.
.
study; on the contrary, after h
ance of a difficult passage, the
The Christmas holidays will soon be here.
Pleased 'with renewed ardor, in order t
,
m, 3
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look over our list and see what to you is desirable. the.
the teacher. The danger of p
Manyof our subscribers are working for premiums to practically to nothing: the m
give as Christmas presents.
,
pupils could not retain enoug
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indefatigable industry of great musicians we are all quite
familiar, and we find great literary men likewise attribute
everything to.hard work
I
On the choice of pieces a great deal depends. It
should always, be borne in mind that nothing should be
grfen the pupil that he may not reasonably expect to
master after proper practice. Thus, if the pupil’s hand
be very small the piece should not contain many octaves,
When visiting one of my gradu
large chords, or passages requiring a hand of ordinary
church where there was a good re
grasp.—T. CL Jeffers.
If the teachers who are constantly struggling to keep play from a book of reed organ
'i ie press (Modesty
soul and body together would only gather the few pupils
ing
the
title
of the book.) I was
they have and organize a weekly class, at which pupils
ingj,
wobbling
stool and played fo
and teachers would take part, the whole world w'ould be
tften
stopped
from sheer exhaus
brighter. Then there are harmony classes and pupils’
allow
a
pupil
to
use an unsteady
concerts, history, lectures, and recitals, which, if the
the
organ
too
long
at a sitting. A
teacher would only undertake arid confine to his own
pupils, he would soon have plenty to do and be a happier pupil can reach the blowing peda
sary, sacrifice for the sake of e
and more useful man to society.
consider the best height for the k
practice is allowed to be too har
gust the pupil with music.
HELLER’S MUSIC
Heller stands alone in the world of music, though he
is connected with the Schumann-Mendelssohn period.

best thoughts and deepest emotions in piano music.

In this same town I attended a
an orchestra of fourteen pieces
singing and music there, need no
of the orchestra was the Sunday
and he remarked, in a conversatio
ject, that the orchestra did muc
the scholars of the school, apd es
people in the Bchool of tlm age w
inclined to stay away because th

too old for scholars. Moreover
.gause of music was marked on t
mernbers of the orchestra, for al
members were quite young; six
ladies.
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Ans.—1. It a person is a
ways >f finger ie vfaat t< mu is the easiest and most
.
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j ,,
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.
, ,, easily discouraged and has eno
natural way and then stick to it. Amateurs should
,; ,
°
,
. , c
. n
in him to frequently review a
never practice more than one Atyle oi scale fingering.
.
, ,,
■
can learn musical theory by
2. I should think your hand would be a good subject in8tance8 where it wa8 8ncce8
for an operation for the liberation of the ring finger.
rare> The next best thing is l
However, I do not advocate this except in extreme cases. where your exercises will be c
In a teaching experience of more than twenty-five years out, necessary hints given, all
I have found very little difficulty with fourth fingers. Of lighten your labor and give
course, there is less independence and strength, but with Better yet, take lessons ofa go
a thorough course of practice in Mason’s Two Finger talb these matters up>
Exercises they gain sufficient strength and independence
2. It dependa upon what y
for all practical purposes.
C. W. L.
general improvement of touc
Ques.—Should sacred music, church and Sunday- arpeggios and best developmen
^school hymns, be played in dispersed or close harmony?-''*1 Technics ” are superior. If y
A Subscriber.
expression, Heller’s “Selected
Ans.—On the pipe organ church music should be annotated, with explicit direct
played in dispersed harmony, usually the hands playing best musicians, thus making
the four parts, while the feet also give the bass with best usage. These can be had
the pedal, not, as is too often done, entirely in the lower
octave, but up where it is written, that is if the pedals
have two or more octaves compass. However, the size
HEW PUBLI
of the organ and number and power of its bass stops
would modify this Bomewhat. Dudley Buck has written
One of the best journals th
an invaluable book covering the entire subject of church The Voice .Quarterly, Frank
music playing, entitled, “ Choir Accompaniment; ” the 14th Street, New York; 60
price of this book is $2.60, net, and it can be procured pleasure in especially comme
through this office.
C. W. L.
voice teachers and vocal stude
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as Kohler’s practical method do you consider best ?
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Music rooms, parlors, and
a. D. h.
J
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r
people and the studios of i
A»S -In mr
expemneem teaching I gradually ador„ed „ith »orka S art fro
discard the mdraolinn book after the first terra beennse fatnona
3ee car new
I can find better things, and adapt pieces sue! 6tudes .. . , ,
,
to the pecnliar wants of the individual pupil, selecting l°n ° severa ar Sem
r
such as I want from the many pieces and 6tddesto be had
To accommodate our subsc
from the publishers. “ In the counsel of many there is- .tions for The Etude continue
wisdom,” says the proverb, and taking that as a fact we pftation ; but it is more busin
ive been sparing no pains in getting out editions of for the vi
>on recei*.. of n

i—■

i ib >k ft rm Th - v ... k i des
one of the six books will also give a correct idea of the
pupil a knowledge of musical th
euceeedin
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era of, this i lisj isab
t
ational
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of writing exercises. It is to
work. Price 60 cents to teachers, postpaid.
the piano lesson. We would
these lessons to their pupils as th
The work will not be ready till
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On the 2d page of cover in this issue will be found
advertised a list of anthem and singing books at about
i price. Every organ and piano player should have a
variety of these on hand. They will be found useful on
many occasions, especially for student practice in learn,
,
c -,
,
to play church music and tor Sunday playing; this is an
opportunity to get them at a nominal rate.
?°UT Publications very f
rr ■
J
b
without them. “Touch and Te
what my pupils need, and the
Because of the “ red tape ” risk and bother in send- from Heller are delightful.
ing money through the mails, we desire an active and
j have received Landon’s new
ambitious agent in every town to take subscriptions for with which-—after a careful exa
The Etude.
We give liberal terms. Send for our cir- pleased.
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cular of cash discounts on subscriptions to The Etude ; .
experience as a tea
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sical works offered as premiums, thus giving them an
- opportunity ot forming a musical library and at the same
time helping the cause of music by introducing The
Etude to musical people.
We recommend the follow¬
ing workB as being particularly desirable:—

MUSICAL LITERATURE PREMIUMS.
Music Life and How to Succeed in It, by Thomas
Tapper.
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post¬
paid, $1.60.
This book is selling rapidly and is most warmly com¬
mended by both professional and amateur musicians. A
good book for presentation to students or teachers.
Chats with Music Students, by Thomas Tapper.
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60.
This book has met with an extraordinary sale, and is
especially valuable to earnest pupils.' It makes a de¬
sirable presentation book for parents to give to their musicarchildren or for teachers to present to their pupils.
Musical Mosaics, by W. F. Gates. Given for four
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, $1.60;
This book presents the very best sayings on musical
topics, chosen from the highest ranks of authors'; 170
authors, 600 quotations. Elegantly bound for a presen¬
tation book. Would be acceptable to any lover of music.
It is desirable as a table ornament and especially for the
teacher’s studio, where pnpils and callers can take it up
and re
Pianoforte Music, by John C. Fillmore. Given for
four subscriptions. Price, post-paid,.$1.60.
Interestingly. written.-’ A comprehensive outline of
musical history in its relation to tne pianoforte, from the
beginning of the Christian era to recent times;'and it
also contains short biographies of the great masters,
with a critical estimate of their compositions. A stand¬
ard work in the leading conservatories. Valuable presentation book.
Lessons in Musioal History, by John C. Fillmore.
Given for four subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.60.
Written
erest pupils. It , era the
entire field of musical development, as oratorio, opera,
orchestra, piano, organ, etc. Makes a valuable book to
present to a music pupil.
I Culture,
Carl Merz. Giy
r £ ;g
subscriptions. Price, post-paid, §1.76.
f
This -ie
thinking Especially desirahl© to teachm-s, pnpils, and
.matenrs who like to know the underlying principles and
e&sons of wbat so Btirs them when hearing music. Good
ok
present to :
choir les
t i
to teachers, pnpils, and amateurs.

for six. subscriptions or three v
scriptions or one volume for
Pric
jts ■ jh.
This work helps to a clear unde
ment of the beauties of music. Sta
it leads on, in progressive order,
works written for the pianoforte.
teachers. Send for circular giving
fine presentation work for either
fessional musk ian.
Musical Studies at Home, b
vey. • Given for four subscrip
post-paid. _
This book is intended for those
struction from superior teachers a
musical centres. It gives help and
improvement. It is written in the
afluwas first publish ad in the Lad
a serial. Elegantly bound for pre
The Study of the Piano, by H
three subscriptions. Price, po
This work is designed to accom
book, and takcB the place of the p
The book has 127 pages, and ib
Parents will'do well in selecting th
to their musical children. Teache
lies. A few of the subjects treated
on Practice ; Necessity of Countin
On Reading Music; The Pedal; O
its, etc., etc.
Piano Teaching, by Felix le
three -subscriptions. Price 76c
This book is more for pupils t
though of interest to both. The b
tical? helps and advice. A good p
Palmer’s Piano Primer,, by H
for tjir.ee subscriptions. Price,
it-paid.
is book enjoyB an immense
far the best piano primer We* issu
dent should have a copy. It is du
able style for presentation.
Whye and Wherefores of
wood Vining.
Given for two
J60 ct8., post-paid.
TitijJ book answers the question
coming to the mind of the inqui
time, fingering, notation, touch, e
ments* rhythm, etc., etc. - A valua
tion to pnpils.
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finds time difficult. Each note and rest shows its
ciated as a useful and ornamenta
value in actual length of tablet, and any time value,
TECHNICON. Student’s
such as dots, double dots, syncopations, etc., can be
teen subscriptions with $22.
lucidly explained by their use. Given for two sub¬
your own. Price $12.00. S
scriptions with $3.00; one name maybe your own.
for circulars giving full descrip
Price 60 cts., post-paid; neatly put up in box.
TECHNICON. Teacher’s S
^Valuable present for young pupils.
ty-five subscriptions with $37
WE MAKE A SPECIAL OFFER OF MUSIC E0LLS.
your own. Price $22.60. Sen
circulars giving full description
They are superior and selected from a large stock to
particularly meet the wants of teachers and pupils.
They are new styles and elegant goods.

The “ Davenport ” Mandol
Given for thirteen subscriptio
$10.00. Sent by express. Th
elty to many people. It gives
ing tone. Is not a difficult in
“-maker’s list price of the above
as per above.

MUSIC ROLL, Mo. 1, of American Russian leather,
cloth lined, leather handle and strap, nickel buckle.
Given for four subscriptions with $6 00; your own
name may he one of the four. Price 01.50, post-paid.
MUSIC ROLL, No. S!s of saddler’s leather, rnsset and
black, not lined, no handle, leather strap with covered <

The “ Newport” Guitar, of
thirteen subscriptions with $
Sent by express. Maker’s li
sell it as j er abs • e.
Regular size Banjo of superi
tone. Given for twelve su
Maker’s list price $10.60. . W
Sent by express.
'

is large for snch a camera. We
fit for fifteen subscriptions w
name can be one. Price $8 00.
Never was a more true prov
some evil still for idle hands
delight to have their boys “ride
interested and busy enough to
Nothing
"Stter, more elevatin
sive, and valuable than a goo
keep the boy much at home, and
him something to do that calls
friends, and so makes him hap
activity.
' ThiB Eureka School Outfit m
in the broadest sense of the wo
Habmony.

Harmony.” In bronze.

Size, 8 inches high; base,
$£ inches long. Price $2.50, sent by express. Given
for five subscriptions with $7.60. Desirable for presentation
'
;

We Also Offer the Fam
This gives a round picture
capacity. 100 exposures witho
3$ x 6 inches ; weight, loaded,
Original Kodak. With th
photograph everything that in
forty subscriptions with $6,O*
yonr own. Price $25.00. Sen
Kodak literature, beautifully-ill
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MATCH BOX. Height 6| in
oxidized silver. Given for th
$4.50; one name may be y
pqsfrTftStd.. This is . an elega
mental. For hanging up.
MATCHBOX. Height 6| i
oxidized silver. Given for il
Mueic.3’ In brc
$4.60; one name may be y
•aches long. Price $2.60, sent bj o -ress. Given fori
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I. Beautiful I
five subscriptions with $7
• n elegi
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Leather, of the Poets. Padded sides, burnished
yellow edges. A most desirable and beautiful edi¬
The “ Bells ” Se
tion, comprising Byron, Scott, Shelley, Barns, He- the market, and has
mans, Pope, Moore, Cowper, Coleridge, Shakespeare, with aview to issue
Milton, Wordsworth.
character, at a price
Also, in same style, the following standard books:
Percy, Josephus, Hedge’s Prose Writers of Germany,
Rollins’ Ancient History (2 vOls.), Macaulay’s History
of England, Griswold’s Prose Writers of America, Ora¬
tors and Statesmen, Master-Pieces of English Oratory.
Any single volume of the above elegant gift edition,
embossed leather, given for seven subscriptions with
$10.50; your own name
seven.
Price $3.50; post-paid.

A VERY LIBERAL AND DESIRABLE OF¬
FER is here made of finely illustrated presentation
books; size 9$ by 12 inches; illuminated covers.
Desirable books for holiday, birthday, afla wedding
presents.
These books are written by such eminent authors as
Rev. Samuel C. Green, D. D.; Rev. Samuel Manning,
LL. D.; Rev. Richard Lovett, M. A.; Rev. W. Urwick,
M. A., and revised and partly re-written by Prof. E. P.
Timing, Ph. D., member of the Royal Asiatic Society,
and author of “ Outdoor Life in Europe,” “ Outdoor
Life in the Orient:” Egypt, illustrated ; Palestine,
illustrated; India, illustrated ; Germany, illustrated;
Ireland, illustrated; England, illustrated; Ho¬
garth’s Works, illustrated; La Fontaine’s Fa¬
bles, illustrated by Dord, etc., etc.
Given for five
subscriptions with $7.60 ; one name may be your own. Gems from Tenn
egantly illustrated
Price of each book $3.CO, post-paid.
They are quarto size, each volume containing about Beauties of Ten
egantly illustrated
20o pages and 150 illustrations. These volumes from
nal drawings by
cover to cover are so artistically made and superbly
printed on the fin
finished as to constitute works of art that will be an
ornament to any home and the most acceptable gift to From Greenland
Heber.
Elegant
ings, from cptgin
Beautifully printe
Lady Glare. By
? trated with twenty
ings by Alfred Fr
F. B. Schell, E.
Beautifully.printe

Bingen on the R

Elegantly illustrat
original drawings
Fredei cks, Gra m

Nothing Succeeds

After six years of rapid

By CJAHIL MESRZ, MUS„ ®3E,

CONTENTS.

Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s
Musical Philosophy, Music of Nature, Head and
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, Hints
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful,
Plea for Music, Value of Musical
Education, Memory, Woman in
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬
tion,-Expression, Maxims.

The methods pursued in teac
The work Is alike indispensable to the teacher and pupil. To
1 ,5
1 ra valuabk dviw id ncc * gem at. It eonta
ove progressive, and strictly in acco
200 pages ansi is printed in most excellent style.
European Conservatories.

Free advantages offered to al
tion in harmony, sight-reading,
ble, symphony and orchestra
concerts, lectures, and recitals
Technicops. The Virgil Prac

Normal training course for
scholarships. Pianos, Qrggum a

The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
any number of players. The object of the game is to
Send for new catalogue wh
impress on the mind of the players the important events
the faculty, interior views of th
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
information about instruction, t
Address Publisher,
.
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The success of the first vol
annals of Organ Music in this
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It >n e the t > ermax Fr
etc.,etc.:.
We would like to impress up
1st.—The music is edited in
attention given to the Phrasin
2d.—The Matte It -primieS faw
3d.—No other work gives so
4th.—None of the pieces are to
« l he J -'/*.,<>
ganii
which are only to be found at pre
I And in addition there are e

ougiily practical way. it points out the
way of success to teachers and students in
art life. Mr. Tapper’s^ informal and
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing
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An original system for the development of a complete
technic, from the beginner to the finished artist.

Its

distinguishing characteristics are: An active use of the
pupil’s mind in technical work, with the resultant rapid
and thorough development 5 the application of accents,
thus developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch
that leads to every variety of tone color and dynamic
quantity, and an effective system of velocity practice that
secures the necessary facility and speed of execution.
All of which is applied to the ..artistic and expressive
rendition of musical compositions.
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